
Generic Language Technology (2011-2012)

Assignment 1 (deadline: October 17th 2011)

Introduction

This first assignment for the generic language technology course consists of two
parts. The assignment is designed to get you acquainted with defining concrete
syntax using SDF and with checking static semantics of languages.

You are supposed to work individually on this assignment.

Setup

1. Download the file Assignment1.zip from http://www.win.tue.nl/~mvdbrand/
courses/GLT/exercises/assignment1.zip.

2. Create a new directory for the assignment.

3. Change to the just created directory.

4. Start the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment with the command asfsdf-meta.

You will find this command in the <path>/bin directory, where <path> is
the place where you installed the Meta-Environment. The ASF+SDF Meta-
Environment must always be started in the directory where your ASF+SDF
specification is located. Otherwise, it will not function as expected.

Before you start with this assignment, it may be helpful to do the guided
tour in order to get acquainted with the Meta-Environment. The guided tour,
the user manual of the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment, and many more useful
documents can be found at http://www.asfsdf.org.

Although the solutions to some parts of the assignment may be quite simple,
add some comments to explain them. For the comments convention see the SDF
module basic/Comments.

Alternative parsers

Alternatives parser you may use are:

• Spoofax/IMP (see http://strategoxt.org/Spoofax)

• ANLTR (see http://www.antlr.org)

• YACC/Bison
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Exercise 1: Defining Concrete Synyax with SDF
or (E)BNF

In this exercise we provide you with the abstract syntax of a language named
StateMachines and a number of terms that conform to that language. It is
your job to define the concrete syntax of the language with SDF or (E)BNF
in such a way that the provided terms conform to your language specification.
The purpose of the language that you will be dealing with is to specify classes,
objects (instances of classes) and state machines.

A model in the StateMachines has a name, an optional section for declaring
classes, and an optional section for declaring objects. Objects are instances of
classes. A class has a name, an optional variable declaration section and an op-
tional section for defining state machines. A variable declaration consists of the
name of a primitive type, followed by the variable name and an optional initial
value. The primitive types available in the language are Integer, Boolean, and
String. A state machine has a name, section to define states, and a section
to define transitions. There are three types of states, viz. initial states, states,
and final states. They are all three declared separately. A state is declared by
providing its name. A transition consists of name and the names of the source
and target state of the transition. Optionally, a transition has a delay trigger,
a guard, and an effect. A delay trigger defines the number of milliseconds that
should have passed before the transition is enabled. A guard is a boolean ex-
pression that should hold for the transition to be enabled. An effect is a list
of statements separated by semicolons. The abstract syntax of the language is
provided in the Assignment1.zip file.

1. Create a new module StateMachines.sdf.

2. Implement in this SDF or (E)BNF module the context-free syntax for the
StateMachines language.

3. Ensure that the terms provided in the Assignment1.zip file can correctly
be parsed with your language definition.

4. Ensure that reserved words cannot be used as identifiers.

Submission

Submit the following file via PEACH:

1. StateMachines.sdf or StateMachines.(e)bnf
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